Identifying Sites for Green Affordable Housing Development in Boston
Massachusetts
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Methods
I wanted to locate the closest vacant parcels for green
affordable housing construction to my main four layers,
schools, hospitals, rapid
transit, and open space. The
parcels were selected by
attributes to include only
the 10,000 square feet and
larger lots. They resulted being a total of 692 parcels.
Then I mapped each layer,
including the vacant parcels
layer, over the Boston District layer. Each layer was
clipped to the Boston District. Then, I calculated the
proximity of the four main
layers, individually, utilizing
the Analysis Tool, “near”
feature. But my coordinate
was set for

meters when I wanted miles
unit. I converted the coordinate to miles by adding a
field to the parcels table of
attributes for each layer.
Then I performed a field calculation, multiplying
Near_Dist by the equivalent
in mileage. This gave me the
distance in miles between
the parcels and the other
layers individually. Using selected by attribute, I selected only the vacant lots one
mile away from all four major layers. After, I created a
new layer made out of the
21 vacant parcels located
within one mile distance
from all four layers.
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located less than one mile away from the closest school. Howev-
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within one mile from hospitals and rapid transit alone, the result
was 24 lots instead of 21. When I selected the lots within one
mile from schools and parks, the total of parcels was still 21.
Many different combinations of the four layers could have been
used. I chose to apply only a few.
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